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to the root of the problem felt by
many in indigenous communities.
When indigenous communities are
still fighting for the humanity of their
people, and resources are stripped
off their land against their will and
used for profit, this work asserts that
there are too many people trying to
control the issues, and not enough
people actually working to heal the
divide that capitalism creates within
indigenous communities. Meders
states, “Even with all these Indian
heads, and there’s still not enough. 
If our thoughts were more indigenous
minded, which we all were at one
point, if we had an indigenous
thinking of the land and the
environments, if people thought of
themselves as stewards of the land,
responsible for what the creator has
given us, we could do so much. It’s a
call to reattach ourselves, to wake up
from the homogenization of capitalism
and connect more with the
environment.”

Nic Wiesinger
April, 2016

In Too Many
Capitalists, Not
Enough Indians,
artist Jake Meders
(Maidu, Mechoopda)
explores the impact
of capitalism on this
country, particularly

the ways in which indigenous
populations are often the first to feel
the negative effects. Using multiples
as a method of highlighting
exponential problems associated with
capitalism, including land issues and
the inherent poverty created, Meders
utilizes an age-old western printing
method to disseminate information,
emphasizing the longstanding
historical complexities. Meders uses
letterpress printing to line the walls of
the gallery with a stereotypical image,
that of the passive and prideful
Indian, an image whose actual
historically racist meaning has been
lost in social consciousness.
Connecting this image with the title
phrase, Meders links stereotypical
images of Native Americans, both in
figure as well as once socially-
accepted idiom, with capitalist ideas
of mass production and homogenous
dissemination of information. 
A newspaper vending machine in the
center of the space sells these
editioned prints, again linking
capitalist ideas of worth in
relationship to its monetary value.

This social engagement piece,
based on the phrase “Too many
chiefs, not enough Indians”, speaks
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